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Dynamic sensory methods provide high time resolution of the changes of the sensations and show high relevance to consumer's perception. Time Intensity (TI) and Temporal Dominance of Sensations (TDS) represent the main methodologies for describing the temporal evolution of the different sensations developing during food consumption, and cover different aspects of perception dynamics. TI explicitly covers the time course of the sensation intensity, while TDS describe the whole profile in terms of both dominant sensations and their temporal sequence. Combining the collection of dominance data and coherent intensity data could allow a functional description of olive oil sensory profile useful for a better understanding of their performance in use conditions (combined with other food and ingredients in dish and gastronomic preparations).
In this work, a new approach combining TDS and DTI methodologies to describe whole sensory profile of extra-virgin olive oils, in terms of time course of dominant sensations and their relevant intensities is described. The TDS profile of ten extra-virgin olive oils was described by a trained panel of 13 subjects. The total evaluation time was 60 sec. TDS curves for each product were visually inspected and the dominant attributes (Dominance Rate ≥ p0) were selected, considering three evaluation intervals: T1(attack): 0-20 sec; T2 (evolution): 21-40 sec; T3 (finishing): 41-60 sec. The same panel was further trained to perform the DTI task consisting in the evaluation of the intensity of the selected attributes at four points (different for each sample).  Frequency and intensity data were submitted to a two-way ANOVA mixed model (subjects as random factor). The obtained results allow the whole characterization of product dynamic profile in terms of time course of dominant attributes intensities. Furthermore, differences among products in dynamic profile can be easily assessed and highlighted. Information on intensity and persistence of flavor notes as well as on sensations critical for food acceptability (bitterness, astringency and pungency) can lead the identification of oil/food pairings appropriate to enhance and valorize the extraordinary diversity of extra-virgin olive oil sensory properties.

